Urban Design Conversation
with Tamara Bozovic of NZTA

Tuesday 17 April 2018
5:15pm for 5:45pm start
Boffa Miskell
‘North Studio’ Level 3, 82 Wyndham Street, Auckland

together with NZIA’s Urban Issues Group

About our speaker

About the evening

Tamara Bozovic is a transport planner with a
love for the cities.
She has been working for 14 years, always with
the aim to contribute to better places, pleasant to
live in, easy to get around by people of all ages
and abilities, and more efficient.

Join us for a conversation with Tamara

Tamara has recently completed a study trip to
Vancouver, Seattle, Portland and San Francisco. She
will discuss these cities’ similarities with New Zealand
and their recent successes on topics that are hot for us
now, such as accommodating growth while increasing
She sees her job as going hand in hand with good liveability, improving the public realm or revitalizing
land use planning and urban design.
urban centres.
We’ll delve into the integration between the transport
Tamara has worked with urban designers on all
systems with the urban development, and the ways it
urban scales, from a metro public transport
was achieved to successfully trigger good reactions in
master plan to local street redesigns through
the urban metabolism. Looking at it from 3 angles:
collaborations on multi modal interfaces design.
After working in Switzerland and Argentina, she is
now a Principal Transport Planner with the NZTA 1. Urban intensification facilitated by transport
systems, contributing to the attractiveness of
(System Design and Delivery, Target Rapid
brownfield locations
Growth).
2. Modal shift used as potential for unlocking the
potentials of streets as public spaces
Her role helps shape more integrated systems for
3. Intensification allowing for new efficient transport
the rapidly growing urban areas, providing
solutions, in particular PT interconnected with
decision support for achieving better social
walkable or cyclable “last miles”
outcomes.

Q&A
Following Tamara’s discussion, there’ll be a Q+A
session.

Tamara Bozovic

Register online here
Who to contact about this event:
Melanie Whittaker
UDF Manager
webmaster@urbandesignforum.org.nz

